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Shipping’s kingmaker
Headhunter Stathi Marneros reveals what banks, investment funds
and shipowners are looking for when recruiting at the highest level
Gary Dixon London

Looking for a new challenge in
shipping and marine finance?
Then you had better hope increasingly influential headhunter
Stathi Marneros decides to give
you a call.
The affable, Tottenham Hotspurs-mad founder and managing partner of London-based executive search company Spartan
Partnership has helped banks and
owners like Societe Generale, RBS,
Bahri, Lomar and Golar LNG fill
top jobs in recent years.
The company covers shipping
and energy-related finance in
Europe, the US, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and Asia.
Marneros, who has three children, says his work is client-driven, which means he does not find
“jobs for people” but “people for
jobs”.
The born-and-bred Londoner
found himself specialising in
shipping and energy headhunting
through a natural affinity with the
business due to his Greek-Cypriot
heritage. He decided to go it alone
with Spartan in 2009.
“I have spent years cultivating
and building my business based
on reputation, relationships and
trust, and on making a contribution to my chosen professional
community,” he said.
IntImate market knowledge

“A good headhunter knows his
chosen market intimately, is willing to take time to establish longterm relationships and one should
constantly seek to enhance one’s
credibility and reputation with
new clients and contacts alike.”
Spartan has had to be adaptable since the crash of
2008, with private
equity
moving
into the shipping sector.
Marneros ex-

plained: “As a result, we took the
decision to tweak our business
model to keep pace with this, as
our traditional banking clients
were not actively hiring.
“The fact that many of our banking clients were trimming down,
or actively selling their shipping
portfolios, reducing headcount, or
were growth constrained, implied
we had to be less reliant on them
to provide human capital talent.”
The company launched a charm
offensive to court funds but it was
not always a straightforward task.
“Investment funds that were
established by ex-banking shipfinanciers clearly had the experience,
skills and market knowledge to
hit the floor running and perhaps
only needed analytical or execution skills,” Marneros said.
But others were open-minded
enough to recognise the need to
hire individuals who could offer
industry experience, a network of contacts, asset understanding and shipfinancing knowledge, he
added.
Other well-established private-equity funds who were
viewing shipping
“o p p o r t u n i s t i cally” were less
open to hiring
experienced
shipping-specific individuals, as they felt
their existing
professionals had
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the appropriate investment skills
to make the right decisions.
When asked what qualities
lenders are looking for, Marneros
says that now banks’ restructuring is largely over, they are moving
away from those types of specialists who did not necessarily have
shipping expertise.
early exIt preferred

“Many banks now seem to be
clearer on strategy and the sale
of loans or consensual disposal
of ships by owners, which means
that an early exit is often preferred
to a long-drawn-out restructuring
of a facility,” he added.
Whether shipping experience
is desirable very much depends
on who the shipp i n g

companies are, their financial
health, current and future strategic plans and whether they
require financially driven chief
financial officers (CFOs) or strategically-driven CFOs, he explains.
“There have been cases of shipping companies who have hired
ex-investment bankers as strategically focused CFOs, with specific
remits to establish JVs [joint ventures] with financial institutions,
or focus on expansion or acquisitions,” he said.
“There have also been others who have hired ex-corporate
bankers with relationship management and lending backgrounds
who have been hired to use their
client network with a remit to establishing investment funds for
the owners and/or seek to offload assets,” he added.
But there have also
been examples of
shipping companies
hiring financially
driven CFOs with
accountancy and
auditing
backgrounds directly from
practice, something Marneros calls a “safe bet” for owners.
“Similarly, some owners have
hired financial CFOs from outside the shipping business, as
they would have the required
financial and accounting skills
and would be able to learn the nuances of the industry
as they go along
but would not
be bringing
pre-con-

ceived ideas or ‘bad habits’ from
previous roles in shipping companies,” he said.
Owners tend not to hire from
rivals due to the “discrete, confidential and close-knit nature of
the business”, the Spartan chief
explains.
Looking ahead, Marneros says
he is seeing an increasing number
of advisory or boutique financing
companies that are much closer to
equity interests and can help owners source alternative capital.
As banks retrench, there is a
need for other lenders to step
in and bridge that gap, he adds.
“Many owners are not of the size,
or organisationally structured, to
be attractive to the capital markets,” he added.
He points to another client,
Breakwater Capital, working with
Hayfin Group, and Marine Finance
Co as notable lenders providing an
alternative to banks.
‘Champagne problem’

While not specifically seeking to
expand his small team, the Spartan boss says trying to cope with
an increase in business would represent a “champagne problem”.
“We may not be actively looking to expand the team but, as we
tell our clients, we would not be
practising what we preach if we
were not readily prepared to hire
talented staff who can significantly increase our market offering,” Marneros said.
Should the opportunity present
itself, the company would be open
to bringing onboard an “individual who shares our philosophy and values, can bring
demonstrable executive
search experience and,
more importantly, has
the necessary in-depth
industry knowledge
that complements or
improves our capabilities.”
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►stathi marneros: ‘We could be a vital conduit in
helping to facilitate these relationships’ with Chinese banks.
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china calling:
bridging the
cultural gap
China has been seen as a golden
ticket in most sectors of the
shipping industry.
Spartan Partnership was not
alone in sensing that the period
after the financial crash in 2008
would have been the ideal time
for Chinese lenders to step in
and position themselves as the
new, alternative provider of shipfinance to global owners.
Founder and managing
partner Stathi Marneros thought
lenders would be looking to set
up a corporate banking presence
across the major european shipfinance hubs such as Athens,
Hamburg, London, oslo and
rotterdam.
“We saw this as a tremendous
opportunity for us to be the right
firm to provide them with the european human capital talent who
would help them achieve their
shipfinance goals,” he said.
but while Spartan did manage
to establish some good relationships with such institutions, it
was clear that at government
level, the onus for these banks
would be to “initially support
Chinese-centric shipping business, [owners and shipyards]
and that Chinese banks would
be less inclined to establish
a dedicated lending presence
across europe”, he explains
but this may have changed after a group of Chinese banks last
year signed more than $2.6bnworth of shipfinance agreements
with some of Greece’s leading
shipping owners, including
Costamare.
Marneros added: “these

agreements could yet provide
an opportunity for us to work
closely with banks such as bank
of China and China development
bank and also Greek owners,
as we could be a vital conduit
in helping to facilitate these
relationships by engaging the
experienced shipfinanciers who
would bridge the cultural gap
between the two.”
Strong tieS to rBS
Marneros first started working
with rbS Corporate Shipping
around 2004, where Lambros
Varnavides, in his capacity as
global head of shipping, was a
key client.
this relationship continued
when Spartan was established
in 2009 and culminated in a
number of key hires across
coverage and portfolio management.
Marneros says Spartan was
also instrumental in developing a new business platform for
rbS, whereby it worked closely
with Coutts and rbS Corporate Shipping to set up a newly
created team called Shipping
Wealth. the prime objective
was to leverage existing rbS
shipping contacts and networks
and combine this with Coutts’
wealth-management expertise.
Marneros added: “While i have
always enjoyed an excellent
relationship with Lambros and
rbS, he was nevertheless one of
a number of key relationships i
hold with other global heads of
shipping at banks internationally.”

